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January 13th, 2014 
 
 
Subject:      FDIS 18091 Ballot Results 
 
 
Dear ISO/TC 176 Member, 
 
You will find attached the recent FDIS ballot results as follows: 
 
Approvals:   56/57 = 98% 
Disapproval:   1/57 = 2% 
Abstain:   18 
 
As a result, the FDIS was approved.  It should be noted that comments provided will be reviewed and 
only incorporated if essential.  Otherwise, they will be further reviewed in the next revision. 
 
 
Best regards, 
 
 
 
Andy Kwong 
Secretary, ISO TC176 – Quality Management and Quality Assurance 
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Ballot Information

Reference ISO/FDIS 18091 Committee ISO/TC 176

Edition number 1

English title Quality management systems -- Guidelines for the application of ISO 9001:2008 in local
government

French title Systèmes de management de la qualité -- Lignes directrices pour l'application de l'ISO
9001:2008 à la collectivité locale

Start date 2013-10-25 End date 2013-12-25

Opened by ISO/CS on 2013-10-25 00:10:50 Closed by ISO/CS on 2013-12-27 00:16:09

Status Closed

Voting stage Approval Version number 1

Note

Result of voting

P-Members voting: 56 in favour out of 57 = 98 % (requirement >= 66.66%)

(P-Members having abstained are not counted in this vote.)

Member bodies voting: 1 negative votes out of 57 = 2 % (requirement <= 25%)

Approved

ISO/TC 176 N1152
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Votes by members

Country Member Status Approval Disapproval Abstention

Algeria IANOR P-Member

Argentina IRAM P-Member X

Armenia SARM P-Member X

Australia SA P-Member X

Austria ASI P-Member X

Bahrain BSMD P-Member

Barbados BNSI P-Member X

Belgium NBN P-Member X

Botswana BOBS P-Member X

Brazil ABNT P-Member X *

Bulgaria BDS P-Member X

Canada SCC Secretariat X *

Chile INN P-Member X

China SAC P-Member X

Colombia ICONTEC P-Member X

Costa Rica INTECO P-Member X

Côte d'Ivoire CODINORM P-Member X

Cuba NC P-Member

Cyprus CYS P-Member

Czech Republic UNMZ P-Member X

Denmark DS P-Member X

Ecuador INEN P-Member X

Egypt EOS P-Member X

Ethiopia ESA P-Member

Finland SFS P-Member X *

France AFNOR P-Member X

Germany DIN P-Member X

Greece ELOT P-Member X

Hungary MSZT P-Member X

India BIS P-Member X

Indonesia BSN P-Member X

Iran, Islamic Republic of ISIRI P-Member X

Iraq COSQC P-Member X

Ireland NSAI P-Member X

Israel SII P-Member X

Italy UNI P-Member X

Jamaica BSJ P-Member X

Japan JISC P-Member X *

Jordan JSMO P-Member X

Kazakhstan KAZMEMST P-Member X

Kenya KEBS P-Member X

Korea, Democratic
People's Republic of

CSK P-Member

Korea, Republic of KATS P-Member X

Kuwait KOWSMD P-Member

Lebanon LIBNOR P-Member

Libya LNCSM P-Member X

Luxembourg ILNAS P-Member X

Malaysia DSM P-Member X

Mali AMANORM P-Member

Malta MCCAA P-Member X

Mauritius MSB P-Member X

Mexico DGN P-Member X *

Mongolia MASM P-Member

Morocco IMANOR P-Member X

Namibia NSI P-Member X

Netherlands NEN P-Member X

New Zealand SNZ P-Member X

Nigeria SON P-Member X

Norway SN P-Member X

Oman DGSM P-Member X *

Pakistan PSQCA P-Member X

Panama COPANIT P-Member

Peru INDECOPI P-Member X

Philippines BPS P-Member

Poland PKN P-Member X

Portugal IPQ P-Member X

Qatar QS P-Member X

Romania ASRO P-Member X

Russian Federation GOST R P-Member X

Rwanda RBS P-Member

Saudi Arabia SASO P-Member X

Serbia ISS P-Member X

Singapore SPRING SG P-Member

Slovakia SUTN P-Member X

Slovenia SIST P-Member X

South Africa SABS P-Member X

Spain AENOR P-Member X

Sri Lanka SLSI P-Member X

Sweden SIS P-Member X

Switzerland SNV P-Member X

Tanzania, United
Republic of

TBS P-Member X

Thailand TISI P-Member X

Trinidad and Tobago TTBS P-Member X

Tunisia INNORPI P-Member

Turkey TSE P-Member X

Ukraine DTR P-Member X

United Arab Emirates ESMA P-Member X

United Kingdom BSI P-Member X

United States ANSI P-Member X

Uruguay UNIT P-Member X

P-Member TOTALS 56 1 18

ISO/TC 176 N1152
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Total of P-Members voting: 57

TOTALS 56 1 18

(*) A comment file was submitted with this vote

Comments from Voters

Brazil ABNT P-Member ISO_FDIS 18091_ABNT.doc

Canada SCC Secretariat ISO_FDIS 18091_SCC.doc

Finland SFS P-Member ISO_FDIS 18091_SFS.doc

Japan JISC P-Member ISO_FDIS 18091_JISC.doc

Mexico DGN P-Member ISO_FDIS 18091_DGN.doc

Oman DGSM P-Member ISO_FDIS 18091_DGSM.doc

ISO/TC 176 N1152
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CommentFiles/ISO_FDIS 18091_ABNT.doc
CommentFiles/ISO_FDIS 18091_SCC.doc
CommentFiles/ISO_FDIS 18091_SFS.doc
CommentFiles/ISO_FDIS 18091_JISC.doc
CommentFiles/ISO_FDIS 18091_DGN.doc
CommentFiles/ISO_FDIS 18091_DGSM.doc


Template for comments and secretariat observations Date:2014-01-13 Document:  Project:  

MB/ 
NC1 

Line 

number 

Clause/ 

Subclause 

Paragraph/ 

Figure/Table 

Type of 

comment2 

Comments Proposed change Observations of the 

secretariat 

1 MB = Member body / NC = National Committee (enter the ISO 3166 two-letter country code, e.g. CN for China; comments from the ISO/CS editing unit are identified by **) 
2 Type of comment: ge = general te  = technical ed = editorial 

Page 1 of 16 

JP1 Japan considers it meaningful to develop guidelines for 
local governments because there are complaints on 
quality and expectations for its improvement from 
citizens.  
However, many of the guidelines in the draft are also 
applicable to organizations other than local 
governments. We still believe that sector standards 
should be developed by experts from the sector with an 
aim to developing standards with high additional 
values. 
Japan approves the FDIS with considering that it would 
be difficult to dramatically change the draft anymore as 
it has already reached FDIS stage, but we find that, 
editorially, the maturity level is low as there are 
inconsistencies in the use of terms etc. The draft 
should be thoroughly reviewed from editorial view point 
prior to its publication. 

0 

JP2 ge It will be meaningful to develop guidelines for local 
governments because there are complaints on quality 
and expectations for its improvement from citizens.  
However, many of the guidelines in the draft are not 
beyond general guidance on ISO 9001. It looks like 
even experts without special knowledge of local 
governments could have drafted it. 

Sector standards should be developed by experts 
from the sector with an aim to developing standards 
with high additional values. 

JP3 ge The revision of ISO 9001 will soon be published. 
On the other hand, ISO 18091 is based on the current 
version of ISO 9001. This can create conflicts and 
discrepancies between ISO 18091 and the revised ISO 
9001.  

Publication of sector standards should be 
synchronized with the parent standard.  
This standard should be revised as soon as 
possible to catch up with the revision of ISO 9001. 

JP4 ge Editorial maturity level is low as there are 
inconsistencies in the use of terms and expressions 
and careless use of “should” etc. 

Inconsistencies in the use of terms and expressions 
and careless use of “should” should be reviewed 
prior to the publication. 

DGN 
(1) 

Bibliography  ed A cornerstone document for the development of 
FDIS, was the research undertaken by Dr.Carlos 
Gadsden, before the publication of the IWA 4 and 
up NWIP development. This reference was 
omitted in the outcome document of the meeting 
of ISO TC 176 / WG 04, held in Punta Cana, 

GADSDEN, Carlos H. (2012) Decentralisation From 
the Local: Action Research Lessons on Municipal 
Governance in the Mexican Transition to 
Democracy. PhD. Thesis, Sociology Department, 
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Template for comments and secretariat observations Date:2014-01-13 Document:  Project:  
 

MB/ 
NC1 

Line 

number 

Clause/ 

Subclause 

Paragraph/ 

Figure/Table 

Type of 

comment2 

Comments Proposed change Observations of the 

secretariat 

 

1 MB = Member body / NC = National Committee (enter the ISO 3166 two-letter country code, e.g. CN for China; comments from the ISO/CS editing unit are identified by **) 
2 Type of comment: ge = general te  = technical ed = editorial 

Page 2 of 16 

Dominican Republic.
It is proposed to integrate into the bibliography, 
this research work. 

University of Essex, U.K.; Published by The 
International Foundation for the Development of 
Reliable Governments FIDEGOC, Mexico D.F. 

 

OM  Contents  te Most  of the sub-clause are not mentioned in the 
contents e.g. in clause 4.2 →4.2.1 
                                             4.2.2 
                                            4.2.3 
                                            4.2.3  
The same thing happen with clause 5.4 ,5.5, 5.6, 6.2,  
7.2 , 7.3 , 7.4 , 7.5 , 8.2 and 8.5  

Include all the sub clause in the contents     

OM  Contents  te Most  of the sub-clause are not mentioned in the 
contents e.g. in clause 4.2 →4.2.1 
                                             4.2.2 
                                            4.2.3 
                                            4.2.3  
The same thing happen with clause 5.4 ,5.5, 5.6, 6.2,  
7.2 , 7.3 , 7.4 , 7.5 , 8.2 and 8.5  

Include all the sub clause in the contents     

FI  ge   We (Finland ) think that this kind of a management 
system standard for very specific application 
environment is not needed. 
 

  

BR  0.1 4th para te “It is possible to build stronger regional, national 
and even global government … “ implies the 
existence of a global government, which is a very 
sensitive political issue and should be not dealt 
with in an International Standard  

Rewrite as follows 
“It is possible to build stronger regional and 
even national government …” 
(this proposal is consistent with the sentence 
included in the 5th para) 

 

BR  0.1 9th para ed “sector-specific guidance” can be more explicit, 
referring directly to local government 

Replace “sector-specific guidance” by 
“local government specific guidance” 
 

 

BR  0.1 15th para te ISO 9004 cannot be considered an excellence Delete “other”, changing the text  to read  

ISO/TC 176 N1152
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MB/ 
NC1 

Line 

number 

Clause/ 

Subclause 

Paragraph/ 

Figure/Table 

Type of 

comment2 

Comments Proposed change Observations of the 

secretariat 

 

1 MB = Member body / NC = National Committee (enter the ISO 3166 two-letter country code, e.g. CN for China; comments from the ISO/CS editing unit are identified by **) 
2 Type of comment: ge = general te  = technical ed = editorial 

Page 3 of 16 

model “using ISO 9004 and/or excellence models” 

BR  0.1 18th para ed Statutory, meaning law approved by Parliament 
(which is not relevant, and depends upon national 
practices), is difficult to translate in many 
languages 
Throughout the text reference is made to 
products/ services, being this para one of the few 
exceptions, needing standardization of 
terminology, as per definition shown in 3.7 

Replace “statutory” by ”legal”, and standardize 
reference to product/service, changing the text 
to read 
“legal and regulatory requirements applicable 
to the product/service” 

 

BR  0.1 12th para ed Unnecessary duplication of text:

“Certification of the quality management system by 
external parties is not a requirement of this 
International Standard, although local governments 
might choose to seek certification to ISO 9001:2008 if 
they wish” (12th para) 

“… it is not necessary to seek certification to ISO 
9001:2008, although this might be encouraged by 
regional or national government initiatives.”  (14th 
para) 

Integrate both texts in one as shown: 
“Certification of the quality management system 
by external parties is not a requirement of this 
International Standard, although local 
governments might choose to seek certification to 
ISO 9001:2008 if they wish, or they are 
encouraged by regional or 

national government initiatives.” 

 

Delete part of text (14th para) 

 

 

JP 
10 

 0.1 Figure 1 te It is not clear what “excellence models” means. Add explanations to 8th paragraph.  

JP 
11 

 0.1 13th 
paragraph 

ed  “a requirement of this International Standard” is an 
inappropriate expression. It can cause 
misunderstanding that this standard includes 
requirements. 

Change as follows: 
This International Standard does not assume local 
government seeking certification of quality 
management system. 

 

JP 
12 

 0.1 16th 
paragraph 
Note 2 

te Quality prize includes those international, regional and 
local levels. 

Change “national quality prizes” to “quality prizes.”  

ISO/TC 176 N1152
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MB/ 
NC1 

Line 

number 

Clause/ 

Subclause 

Paragraph/ 

Figure/Table 

Type of 

comment2 

Comments Proposed change Observations of the 

secretariat 

1 MB = Member body / NC = National Committee (enter the ISO 3166 two-letter country code, e.g. CN for China; comments from the ISO/CS editing unit are identified by **) 
2 Type of comment: ge = general te  = technical ed = editorial 

Page 4 of 16 

JP 
13 

0.1 17th 
paragraph 

ed ISO 9004:2009 uses “sustained success” instead of 
“sustainable success”. 
Also, “sustained success” is used in Note 2 of Clause 
3.6. 

Use only the term “sustained success”.  
Same with 2nd paragraph in Clause 0.3. 

JP 
14 

0.1 18th 
paragraph 

ed The expression “needs and expectations” is used in the 
prior paragraph. 

Change “the requirements of its customers/citizens” 
to “the needs and expectations of its 
customers/citizens.” 

JP6  0.1 1st – 3rd 
paragraphs 

te These paragraphs address citizens’ confidence in their 
governments, role of local government, role of quality 
management in local governments, citizens’ 
expectations to public products and services, and their 
expectations toward local governments, but it is hard to 
understand because they are not well structured.  

Explain in a more structured and appropriate order 
those items such as citizens’ expectations to public 
products and services, role of local government, 
citizens’ expectations toward local governments, 
role of quality management in local governments, 
and citizens’ confidence in their governments. 

JP7  0.1 3rd paragraph te From citizens’ side, what they expect to local 
governments are such as efficiency improvement (cost 
effectiveness), prompt service, politeness, safety, 
ethical behaviour and confidentiality of personal 
information. 

Clearly describe what citizens expect to local 
governments are such as efficiency improvement 
(cost effectiveness), prompt service, politeness, 
safety, ethical behaviour and confidentiality of 
personal information. 

JP8  0.1 3rd paragraph ed It is not clear what “environments” means. Replace with a term such as “community”. 

JP9 0.1 Figure 1 te It is not clear what “reliability line” means. It can have a 
risk of causing misunderstanding. 

Delete “reliability line”, or add explanations to 8th 
paragraph.  

JP5 0.1 – 8. ed There are inconsistencies in the way of referencing to 
other sub-clauses and standards. 
Examples of inconsistencies in the way of referencing 
found in the draft are as follows: 
- “Annex A provides information about typical local 

government processes” in Clause 0.1. 
- “See also the guidance on terminology found in 

Reference [18]” in Clause 0.1. 
- “These include processes for management of an 

organization, operational processes and support 
processes (see Annex A)” in Clause 0.2. 

- “Reference [16] provides further guidance on the 
process approach” in Clause 0.2. 

- “These documents normally include the list of the 

There are both cases where a reference is made in 
the middle of sentence and at the end of sentence. 
In either case, the description should be 
standardized. 
In both cases, the description such as “(see Annex 
X)” is considered the best. 

ISO/TC 176 N1152
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MB/ 
NC1 

Line 

number 

Clause/ 

Subclause 

Paragraph/ 

Figure/Table 

Type of 

comment2 

Comments Proposed change Observations of the 

secretariat 

 

1 MB = Member body / NC = National Committee (enter the ISO 3166 two-letter country code, e.g. CN for China; comments from the ISO/CS editing unit are identified by **) 
2 Type of comment: ge = general te  = technical ed = editorial 

Page 5 of 16 

products/services provided by the local 
government [3.5] and the relevant specifications, 
indicators and standards” in Clause 3. 

JP 
15 

 0.2 Model of a 
process-
based quality 
management 
system 

ed Clause 0.1, 9th paragraph clearly says that the text of 
ISO 9001:2008 including Figures is placed in boxes. 

Put the Figure in the box.  
Delete “(ISO 9001:2008, Figure 1)” from the Figure 
title and change the title to “Figure 1 Model of a 
process-based quality management system”. 

 

JP 
16 

 0.2 1st paragraph ed Two expressions “management process” and 
“processes for management of an organization” are 
mixed. 

Use only “management process”.  

JP 
17 

 0.2 
Page x 

1st paragraph ed It is hard to read the sentence “For local governments 
to be able to...” because the spaces between words are 
too narrow. 

Adjust the spaces between words.  

JP 
18 

 0.3 2nd paragraph ed The relation between 1st sentence “In the context of 
local government… outside the direct control of local 
government” and 2nd sentence “ISO 9004:2009 
provides … achieving sustainable success” is not clear. 
It can cause misunderstanding. 

Replace the order of 1st sentence and 2nd sentence.  

JP 
19 

 0.4 1st paragraph ed The wording is different from the ISO 9001, which is 
making it difficult to understand. 

Change “environmental, health and safety, or risk 
management” to “environmental, occupational 
health and safety, financial, or risk management.” 

 

JP 
20 

 1.1 2nd 
paragraph, 
2nd sentence 

ed Two kinds of terms “managerial process” and 
“management processes” appear in the same 
sentence. 

Change as follows: 
The processes involved are management, 
operational and support processes, and they 
include product/service delivery processes and any 
other processes needed for the effective operation 
of the quality management system. 

 

DGN 
(2) 

 1.1 General Third 
paragraph, 
last 
statement 

ed The use of Annex B should be an explicit 
recommendation, not just a "good option to start 
using the standard" 
 
The document says: "Using Annex B for 
comprehensive diagnostics is a good starting 
point for users of this International Standard." 
 

Using Annex B for integral diagnostics is a 
preferred starting point for users of this 
International Standard. 
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Page 6 of 16 

JP 
21 

 2.  te Clauses 1-3 are not explanations to Clauses 1-3 of 
ISO 9001, but the scope, normative reference and 
terms and definitions of ISO 18091.  
However, Clause 2 says “No additional guidance 
necessary”, which we find inappropriate. 

Either change the description to “There is no 
reference”, or add ISO 9000 and ISO 9001 as 
normative references of ISO 18091. 

 

JP 
22 

 3.  te There are the definitions quoted from ISO 9000 as is 
with modifications of notes and the definitions newly 
defined for this international standard, but it is not 
clearly mentioned in the 1st paragraph. 
Also, it is not clear which definitions are quoted from 
ISO 9000 without change. 

Add the following to the end of the 1st sentence of 
1st paragraph. Also, clearly distinguish the parts 
quoted from ISO 9000 without changes from other 
parts.  
These terms and definitions are either definitions 
quoted from ISO 9000 with additions or changes to 
the notes or those newly defined for this 
international standard. 

 

JP 
23 

 3.  te The “reliability” is the key for this standard, but it is not 
defined. 

Add a definition of reliability.  

CA1   3.2  te Of greatest concern is the glib equation of “customer” 
with “citizen” (Definition 3.2).  Note 3 notwithstanding, 
this is simply wrong.  A customer enters into a 
voluntary agreement to receive goods and services 
from a supplier and has rights to reject the goods and 
services, refuse payment and seek redress for 
dissatisfaction.  A customer has no obligation to the 
supplier beyond paying the agreed price and respecting 
any agreed limitations of patent and copyright.  
Citizenship is a much more complex relationship 
between the individual and the state where the state, in 
addition to being a supplier, also wields authority and 
coercive power over the citizen.  This fundamentally 
alters the nature of the relationship to the point that 
“customer” is a naive and misleading concept in citizen-
government transactions.  

The guidance needs to be rewritten to address the 
fundamental difference between “customers” and 
“citizens”. 

 

JP 
24 

 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 
and others 

 ed Although the term “customer/citizen” is defined,  terms 
such as “customer”, “citizen” and “customer/citizen” are 
inconsistently used in other definitions and in the text.  
There is the same problem with the term 
“product/service”. 

Only use the defined term “customer/citizen”. Same 
with “product/service”. 
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JP 
26 

 3 
3.10 
3.11 
3.14 

 te The terms and definitions are not replaceable. It is not 
common that terms other than noun are defined in 
international standards. 

Change the terms to nouns and revise the 
definitions to make them replaceable with the 
defined terms. 

 

JP 
25 

 3.7  te One of the important roles for local governments is to 
establish regulations according to the local 
characteristics, but it is not clear whether or not it is 
included in the “product/service”. 

Add a note or sentence to explain whether or not 
regulations established by local governments are 
included in the “product/service”. 

 

DGN 
(3) 

 3.7 Product 
/ Service 
 

Note 6 ed The Note: 
 
6th entry Note: “Public policies (3.15), the 
essential course of any actions of the local 
government, are Usually Expressed in products / 
services)”. 
 
The term "Public policies" is not mentioned in 
plural but in singular. Correction is suggested. 

 
The proposal is to remove the reference (3.15) or 
write the term in the singular, as follows: 

 

“6th entry Note: Public policies the essential course 
of actions of any Local government are usually 
expressed in products / services). 

 

BR  3.11  te Preferred ISO term is interested party, not 
stakeholder (see definition 3.12) 

Replace stakeholder by interested party  

CA2   3.12  te Definition 3.12, “interested party” is a second glaring 
oversimplification.  The activities of interested parties 
are, in most jurisdictions, restricted by anti-lobbying 
regulations largely because of their potential and actual 
ability to suborn the government and civil service to the 
detriment of citizens.  It is not generally in citizens’ best 
interests for government to pander to interested parties. 

The guidance needs to be rewritten to address the 
limitations on “interested parties”, in the context of 
this standard (as distinct from the use of this term in 
ISO 9001). 

 

JP 
29 

 4.1 1st paragraph 
and item b) 

ed Two kinds of expression “effective and reliable 
performance” and “integral, reliable and effective 
performance” are mixed.  

Use only “effective and reliable performance”.  

JP 
30 

 4.1 Item c) ed The words “project and plan” is used here, but 
“development plan and work program” is used in 0.1. 

Use only “development plan and work program”.  
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JP 
31 

 4.1 Item c) ed It is hard to read the sentence “For local governments 
to be able to...” because the spaces between words are 
too narrow. 

Adjust the spaces between words.  

JP 
33 

 4.2.1 Item c) ed The word order does not seem natural. Change the order to: 
applicable laws, regulations and standards 

 

JP 
32 

 4.2.1, 
4.2.3 

Item b) ed The expression “projects and products/services” is 
used, but according to Note 2 of 3.7, project is a part of 
product/service.  
Sub-clause 4.2.3 uses the words “products/services 
and projects”. 

Delete “projects and“ and “and projects”.  

JP 
34 

 4.2.3 Item a) ed It is not clear what “policies” means. Add an appropriate modifying word to make it clear 
such as “public policies”. 

 

JP 
35 

 4.2.4 3rd paragraph ed The intent of “other” in “other kinds of records” is not 
clear. 

Change to “their records”.  

JP 
27 

 4.- 8.  te There are too many notes. It is not clear with what 
criteria notes are distinguished from the main text in 
this standard which provides guidelines.  

The Notes should be incorporated into the main 
text. 

 

JP 
28 

 4.- 8.  te Many of requirements with “shall” in ISO 9001 are 
written with “should” in FDIS 18091. 
For example, the requirement “Records ... shall be 
maintained” in ISO 9001:2008 is written as “Records ... 
should be documented” in FDIS 18091. 
The term “maintain” includes documentation. 

Replace the descriptions where ISO 9001 
requirements are changed to recommendations 
with explanation of the intent of the requirements. 
For example, add the following sentence: 
The term “maintain” includes documentation. 

 

BR  5.1  ed Statutory, meaning law approved by Parliament 
(which is not relevant, and depends upon national 
practices), is difficult to translate in many 
languages 

Replace “statutory” by ”legal”   

JP 
36 

 5.1 1st paragraph ed The expression “processes and programs” is not 
consistent with the expressions in other places. 

Change “processes and programs” to “processes”.  
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JP 
37 

 5.2 1st paragraph ed The “(e.g. complains or recommendations from 
customers/citizens and surveys)” is misplaced. 

Move “(e.g. complains or recommendations from 
customers/citizens and surveys)” to after “The 
needs and expectations of customers/citizens”. 

 

BR  5.3  ed Statutory, meaning law approved by Parliament 
(which is not relevant, and depends upon national 
practices), is difficult to translate in many 
languages 

Replace “statutory” by ”legal”   

BR  5.4.1  ed Statutory, meaning law approved by Parliament 
(which is not relevant, and depends upon national 
practices), is difficult to translate in many 
languages 

Replace “statutory” by ”legal”  

DGN 
(4) 

 5.4.2 Second 
bullet point 

 It says:

(see the results given in Annex B), 

However, Annex B, by itself doesn’t show results, 
this is why we propose to remove the phrase 
saying that results can be seen. 

It should say: 
 
See Annex B 

 

JP 
38 

 5.4.2 4th bullet ed The term “competence” is used in 6.2.1. Replace “capacity” by “competence”.  

JP 
39 

 5.6.1 1st paragraph ed What is defined in 5.6.2 is not “input parameters”, but 
“input”. 

Replace “input parameters” by “inputs”.  

BR  5.6.2  ed Statutory, meaning law approved by Parliament 
(which is not relevant, and depends upon national 
practices), is difficult to translate in many 
languages 

Replace “statutory” by ”legal”  

BR  5.6.3  ed Statutory, meaning law approved by Parliament 
(which is not relevant, and depends upon national 
practices), is difficult to translate in many 
languages 

Replace “statutory” by ”legal”  

JP 
40 

 5.6.3 3rd bullet ed The meaning of “improvement parameters” is not clear. Change “improvement parameters” to a more 
appropriate expression such as “improvement 
plans”. 
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JP 
41 

 5.6.3 4th bullet ed Sub-clause 5.6.1 uses “performance indicators”. Replace “measurement indicators” by “performance 
indicators”. 

 

OM  6 – resource 
management  

 te  One of vital  resources for the effective 
functioning of the quality management system 
is financial resource which  is not mentioned in 
the document as one of sub clause of the 
resource management  

Add new sub clause 6.5  financial  resource   

OM  6 – resource 
management  

 te  One of vital  resources for the effective 
functioning of the quality management system 
is financial resource which  is not mentioned in 
the document as one of sub clause of the 
resource management  

Add new sub clause 6.5  financial  resource   

JP 
42 

 6.2.1 2nd , 3rd and 
4th 
paragraphs 

ed Terms “its personnel”, “public official” and “public 
servants” are mixed. 

Use only “its personnel”.  

JP 
43 

 6.4 1st and 2nd  
paragraphs 

ed The terms “environment factors” and environmental 
factors” are mixed. 

Use only “environmental factors”.  

BR  7.1 a ed Throughout the text reference is made to 
products/ services, being this clause one of the 
few exceptions, needing standardization of 
terminology, as per definition shown in 3.7 

Standardize reference to product/service, 
changing the text to read 
“product/service” 

 

BR  7.1  ed Statutory, meaning law approved by Parliament 
(which is not relevant, and depends upon national 
practices), is difficult to translate in many 
languages 

Replace “statutory” by ”legal”  

JP 
44 

 7.1 Item a) te Activities in 7.2.1 are not clearly described. Change as follows: 
identification and analysis of customer/citizen 
needs and expectations, statutory and regulatory 
requirements  applicable to the products/services, 
and the local government’s own requirements, and 
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determination of requirements related to the 
products/services. 

JP 
45 

 7.1 Item b) te Activities that are written in Clause 7.5 are not clearly 
described. 

Changes as follows: 
design and development, and provision of... 

 

BR  7.2  ed Statutory, meaning law approved by Parliament 
(which is not relevant, and depends upon national 
practices), is difficult to translate in many 
languages 

Replace “statutory” by ”legal”  

JP 
46 

 7.2 3rd paragraph ed Terms that are different from the ones used in the 
clause title are used. 

Change as follows: 
The requirements of the products/services provided 
by the local government should be determined 
considering ... 

 

DGN 
(5) 

 7.2 Title  ed There is a repetition in the title where it mentions 
"processes Customer-related/Citizen-related". 
Since the concept of "Customer / Citizen" is 
defined in a unified way, it should be retained 
throughout the text in a unified way. 

7.2 Customer/Citizen related processes  

DGN 
(6) 

 7.2.2 Third 
Paragraph 

ed In the meeting of ISO TC 176 / WG 04 held in 
Punta Cana, Dominican Republic, in this point, 
much of the examples have been removed. An 
editing mistake was made and it was forgotten to 
remove this paragraph, which does not 
correspond with the general text 7.2.2. 
"One example is making a review of planning and 
the provision of resources using forecast 
demographic data, and of the process Ensures 
That the new pupils will be accepted eleven the 
maximum possible number is reached." 

Delete the paragraph  

JP 
47 

 7.2.2 2nd paragraph te This is the guidelines for 7.2.1 Determination of 
requirements related to the product/service. 

Move to 7.2.1.  

DGN 
(7) 

 7.2.3 First 
Paragraph 

 The sense of this paragraph should be changed. 
The term “related” cannot be maintained outside 
the concept, differentiating each one, because the 
concept is "product / service". 

The local government should strengthen 
customer/citizen participation in its 
product/service related processes as a means 
for fostering transparency and public 
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The local government should strengthen 
customer/citizen participation in its product-
related/service-related processes as a means for 
fostering transparency and public accountability. 

accountability. 

JP 
48 

 7.2.3 2nd paragraph te The “promotion” is not a requirement of ISO 9001. Delete “and promotion”.  

JP 
49 

 7.2.3 Figure 2 ed The words in the left box are different from the main 
text. 

Use the same words with the ones in the main text.  

BR  7.3.1  ed Statutory, meaning law approved by Parliament 
(which is not relevant, and depends upon national 
practices), is difficult to translate in many 
languages 

Replace “statutory” by ”legal” (4 times)  

JP 
50 

 7.3.1 Figure 2  ed Having only “services” in the right box is not the intent 
of this standard. 

Change “services” to “products/services”.  

JP 
51 

 7.3.1 4th paragraph ed It is not clear what the “entity” means. Replace “entity” with “organization or personnel”.  

BR  7.3.2  ed Statutory, meaning law approved by Parliament 
(which is not relevant, and depends upon national 
practices), is difficult to translate in many 
languages 

Replace “statutory” by ”legal”   

BR  7.3.3  ed Statutory, meaning law approved by Parliament 
(which is not relevant, and depends upon national 
practices), is difficult to translate in many 
languages 

Replace “statutory” by ”legal” (twice)  

BR  7.3.4  ed Statutory, meaning law approved by Parliament 
(which is not relevant, and depends upon national 
practices), is difficult to translate in many 
languages 

Replace “statutory” by ”legal”   

BR  7.3.5  ed Statutory, meaning law approved by Parliament 
(which is not relevant, and depends upon national 
practices), is difficult to translate in many 

Replace “statutory” by ”legal”   
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languages 

BR  7.3.6  ed Statutory, meaning law approved by Parliament 
(which is not relevant, and depends upon national 
practices), is difficult to translate in many 
languages 

Replace “statutory” by ”legal”   

BR  7.3.7  ed Statutory, meaning law approved by Parliament 
(which is not relevant, and depends upon national 
practices), is difficult to translate in many 
languages 

Replace “statutory” by ”legal” (3 times)  

BR  7.4.2  ed Statutory, meaning law approved by Parliament 
(which is not relevant, and depends upon national 
practices), is difficult to translate in many 
languages 

Replace “statutory” by ”legal”   

JP 
52 

 7.4.2 2 te  “Competent authority” has a special meaning in 
regulations. 

Change “competent authority” to “responsible 
personnel”. 

 

JP 
53 

 7.4.3 1st paragraph ed  “Inspection” is included in “verification”. Change “the inspection and verification of received 
products/service” to: 
“the verification of the received product/service 
such as inspection,” 

 

JP 
54 

 7.5.2 3rd and 4th 
paragraphs 

ed The 3rd and 4th paragraphs are examples of social 
processes explained in the 1st paragraph. 
However, it is not clear because of the 2nd paragraph in 
between. 

Place the 3rd and 4th paragraphs after the1st 
paragraph. 

 

BR  7.5.3  ed Statutory, meaning law approved by Parliament 
(which is not relevant, and depends upon national 
practices), is difficult to translate in many 
languages 

Replace “statutory” by ”legal” (twice)  

BR  7.5.4  ed Statutory, meaning law approved by Parliament 
(which is not relevant, and depends upon national 
practices), is difficult to translate in many 
languages 

Replace “statutory” by ”legal” (4 times)  

BR  7.5.5  ed Statutory, meaning law approved by Parliament 
(which is not relevant, and depends upon national 

Replace “statutory” by ”legal” (4 times)  
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practices), is difficult to translate in many 
languages 

DGN 
(8) 

 7.6 Title   7.6 Control of monitoring and measurement 
equipment 

 

Change title to make equivalent as 9001 text 

7.6 Control of monitoring and measuring 
equipment 

 

BR  8.3  ed Statutory, meaning law approved by Parliament 
(which is not relevant, and depends upon national 
practices), is difficult to translate in many 
languages 

Replace “statutory” by ”legal”   

JP 
55 

 8.5.3 2 ed Inconsistencies in the descriptions “...could include”. 
The 3rd paragraph of 7.2.1 uses “...should include, but 
not limited to, the following” and 8.2.3 has “...include, 
but are not limited to”. 

Use the same description for the same meaning.  

BR  Annex A Figure A.1 te Preferred ISO term is interested party, not 
stakeholder (see definition 3.12) 

Replace stakeholder by interested party  

BR  Annex A Figure A.2 te Preferred ISO term is interested party, not 
stakeholder(see definition 3.12) 

Replace stakeholder by interested party  

DGN 
(10) 

 Annex B Tenth 
Paragraph 

 Remove the word inside brackets from the phrase 
saying “(concerns)”. It’s not necessary within the text.

 

“as well as its incumbencies (concerns) and 
competences to its customers/citizens.” 

 

as well as its incumbencies and competences to its 
customers/citizens. 

 

 

DGN 
(9) 

 Annex B 
Title 

Four 
Topic 

 Four topic Institutional development for good governance 
(see Table B.1); 
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Second 
Quadrant 

 

Institutional development for good government (see 
Table B.1); 

 

The right title is “Good Governance”, just like in the 
quadrant 

 

 

JP 
56 

 Annex B Figure B.1 
Figure B.2  

te The Figures are not easy to understand. Colour print is 
not favourable (because it is expensive). 
 

Delete Figures B.1 and B.2. In addition, change the 
“Red”, “Yellow” and “Green” in the top line of the 
table to “Unacceptable practices level”, “Below the 
acceptable practices level” and “Minimum 
acceptable practices level” respectively.  
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